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The main result of this paper is a structure theorem for an indecomposable non- 
singular serial ring of Krull dimension one. Such a ring is isomorphic to a 
triangular matrix ring whose building blocks are left Noetherian indecomposable 
serial rings and suitable bimodules. It is also shown that any serial ring with right 
Krull dimension one has left Krull dimension one. f‘, 1987 Academic Press. inc 
A right module is uniserial if its submodules are linearly ordered under 
inclusion and a ring is right serial if it is a (finite) direct sum of uniserial 
right ideals. A serial ring is both left and right serial. The struclure ~>f 
Noeeherian serial rings was described by Warfield in [R, Theorem 5.141 
and that of right Noetherian serial rings was given by Singh in [S. 
Theorem 2.117. We develop in this paper a struclure theorem for non- 
singular serial rings with right Krull dimension one. Inasmuch as 
Noetherian serial rings have Krull dimension one (both sides), our theorem 
provides a natural generalization of Warfield’s. 
In the first section of this paper, we prove various results on the struc- 
ture of uniserial modules in general. Not all the results need the “right 
Gull dimension one” hypothesis. We show that a nonsingular uniserial 
module with Krull dimension one has a finite ‘“basic series” in a sense 
analogous to Jategaonkar’s [4], and that if a serial ring has right rulH 
dimension one, it also has left Krull dimensi one. The second se&on 
deals with nonsingular serial rings with Krull ension one, ~~~~i~~~~~~ 
in the structure theorem (2.11). 
Tkroughout. this paper, R denotes an associative serial ring with 1, all 
modules are unitary right modules unless otherwise not 
the Krull dimension of the right R-module M (set [3] a 
E(M) denotes the injective hull of A4 and finitely genera 
f.g. Z(M) denotes the singular submodule of 
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singular ideal of R. A local module is one with unique maximal proper sub- 
module. Note that a local module is automatically cyclic and uniserial (cf. 
[2, Theorem 18.3(b)]). 
1. UNISERIAL MODULES 
In this section, we study uniserial modules over a serial ring. We show 
that a uniserial module with hnite Krull dimension contains a basic sub- 
module in the sense of Jategaonkar [4] and that if K(R,) = 1, a non- 
singular uniserial module has finite basic series. It is worth noting that 
when finiteness of the basic series fails, the failure occurs within the 
singular submodule. We also show that K(R,) = 1, implies K( RR) = 1. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let R be a serial ring. Let R’= RJZ. Then for all 
R-modules M, either Z(M) = M or MjZ(M) is a nonsingular R’-module. If 
M is uniserial cyclic and Z(M) # M, then Z(M) = MZ, 
Proox Clearly MZC Z(M). Let M’ = M/Z(M) and let m’ (resp. r’) 
denote the image of mEM (resp. rE R) under the canonical projection 
M-, M’ (resp. R + R’). Suppose 0 #m’ E Z(M’.,). For any local idem- 
potent e E R, m’e E Z(M’.,). Let m’el’ = 0 where I’ = I/Z is an essential right 
ideal of R’. Then In eR 7 eZ. Hence there exists y E eR such that 
eI 2 yR 3 eZ. Let A be an essential right ideal of R such that meyA = 0 
(since mey E Z(M)). yA # 0 since y 6 Z. Then yA @ (1 -e) R is an essential 
right ideal of R which annihilates me. Hence me E Z(M) for all local idem- 
potents e E R. Hence m E Z(M), contradiction. 
Suppose M = mR is uniserial cyclic, Z(M) # M and mZ 5 Z(M). Then 
the canonical epimorphism M/MZ -+ M/Z(M) has nonzero kernel, which 
implies M/Z(M) is not nonsingular as an R’-module, contradiction. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let R be a serial ring. 
(a) Every nonsingular uniform R-module is uniserial. 
(b) Every nonsingular uniform R-module is jlat. 
Proof. (a) Let M be a nonsingular uniform R-module. Then it is also a 
nonsingular uniform Ii’-module, where R’ = RJZ. Given any x, y E M, 
xR+ yR is projective by [S, Theorem 4.61. The exact sequence 
0 -+ kernel --t R@ R + xR + yR --) 0 splits, so by [S, (2.6) and (3.4)], 
xR+ yR is uniserial. Hence XRE yR or yRsxR. 
(b) For any f.g. submodule NE M, N is cyclic and projective, hence 
the canonical homomorphism N 0 A + NA is a monomorphism for all 
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eals A _c R. It follows immediately that 
mo~omor~hism and M, is flat. 
As in [4], a module is a-critical if it has Krull dimension 
factor modules have strictly smaller Krull dimension, A mo 
it is a-critical for some a. Every module with Krull dime 
Eg. critical submodule. A submodule B c M is basic if it 
a-critical submodules of M where N is the least possiblie 
a nonzer~ submodule of M [4]. 
ROPOSITION 1.3. If hi’ is a uniserial mod& ozjer any rig szkch that M 
a nonzero submodule with finite Km11 dimension, then has a unique 
basic s~~rnod~le. 
Certainly M has an n-critical submodule, where n is the smallest 
possible rull dimension of a nonzero submodule of M. Let 
union of all the n-critical submodules of M. If 
descending chain of submodules, then for any XE 
B2 1 . . . Since xR is n-critical, only finitely many of the factors 
have Krull dimension an. Hence K(B) = M. 
Given 0 # CC B, B/C is a union of submodules, each with Krull di 
sion <n-l. y the same argument as above, kY(B/C) d YI - 1. 
unique basic submodule of M. 
y Proposition 1.3, if M is a uniserial module such that each factor con- 
tains a nonzero submodule with finite Krull dimension we may construct a 
nite) “basic series” for M: 0 = 
!+ 1/B, is the unique basic submod e shall use the 
for such a series with the und 
= M for all j 3 i. When this happens, we say 
series. 
&EMMA 1.4. If M is a uniserial module 
i) 3 K(B,IBip 1) for all i> 1 (unless 
Proof. It is sufficient to prove K(B,/B, 
to the contrary that K(BZ/B1) < K(B,) < K( 
critical submodule of A4 with K(B,) = K(B 
#CcB,. If B,sCcB*, then K 
then K(B,/C) = max{K(B,/B,), 
is a-critical for some a. Since every 
cc-critical module is a-critical, K(B,) = K(B,). 
Let J, = fi,“= 1 J” where J denotes the Jacobson radical of 
uniserial module. For each x E M, one of three things must 
ea 
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(i) xR 2 XJ 2 xJ2 2 . . . I> xJ” = 0; 
(ii) xs” T xJ” + ’ for all n; or 
(iii) xR=,xJz ... r,xJ”=xJ”+‘= ... #O for some ~1. 
In the first case, xR has finite composition series. In the second case, if 
eR + xR is a projective cover with e a local idempotent of R, we must have 
xR/r),“, 1 xJ” = xR/xJ, z eR/eJ,. In the third case, we have 
LEMMA 1.5. Let M be a uniserial module over a serial ring R. Suppose 
that for some 0 #XE M and natural number n, xR1 XJX . ’ 3 xJ” = 
xJ”+‘= . . . #O. Then xR/xJ, xJ/xJ2,..., xJ*- ‘/xJ” are pairwise non- 
isomorphic. 
Proof. Suppose xJyxJ’+ 1 z xJiJxJ j+ ’ for i < j < n. Passing to the cyclic 
module xJ’, we can without loss of generality assume xR/xJ E xJ”/xJ”+ ’ 
for some m < 12. Any projective cover eR of xR (with e a local idempotent 
of R) is also a projective cover of xJ”. The epimorphism eR --, xJ” induces 
an epimorphism eJ”-” --f xJ* #O. Since xs’ is not cyclic, eJ+” is not 
cyclic. But eJ”-m/eJ”-m+‘~xxS-“+’ #O. Since eR is uniserial, this 
implies eJ+” is cyclic, contradiction. 
Remarks. (1) Since R has only finitely many (say m) nonisomorphic 
simple modules, the maximum possible length of any chain in case (iii) 
is m. 
(2) In case (ii), there exists k such that xJk/xJk+’ z xR/xJ (see [S]). 
In particular, if xR is nonsingular, this implies xR E xJk. 
(3) If R is right Noetherian, the third case cannot happen. 
PROPOSITION 1.6. Suppose R is a serial ring with m nonisomorphic simple 
modules. Let M be a uniserial Artinian module. Then MJ”J, = 0. If M is also 
nonsingular, then M has finite composition series. 
Proo$ Construct a sequence 0 = B, c B, c . . . E M such that for all i, 
B,/B,_ I is simple. If some Bi = M we are done. If lJ YE 1 Bi = M we are done. 
If (Jp”=r Bi#M, construct a sequence C,=lJE1 B,cC,cC,c ... GM 
such that for all j, C,/C,_ I is simple. If C, # M, consider C, + I = CR 5 M. 
Clearly cJ”+’ = Co J = C, = cJ” + ’ $ cJ”. This contradicts (1.5). Hence 
Cj = M for some j d m and MJ”J, = 0. 
If M is nonsingular, each Bi in the construction above is isomorphic to a 
finite length direct summand of R and for i # j, Bi 2 B,. Since R has only 
finitely nonisomorphic direct summands, Bi = M for some i. 
COROLLARY 1.7. Let M be a uniserial module over a right Noetherian 
serial ring R. If M is Artinian or l-critical, then MJ, = 0. 
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Proof Clearly, if A4 is f.g. Artinian, MJ, = 0. If M is Artinian 
f.g., then A4 is a union of Eg. Artinian submodules, each of 
annihilated by Jr. If it4 is l-critical, then for any 0 # x E It4 and 0 
xR/yR is Artinian. Hence xJ, E fl ye M yR. Since M contains no simple 
submodules, n,” E M yR = 0. Hence MJ, = 0. 
CQROLLARY 1.8. Let M be a l-critical uniserial module over a serial ring 
‘Gth m nonisomorphic simple modules. Then JI = 0. 
Remark. If the sequence (Bi} constructed in the proof of (1.6) is 
infinite, then IJE r Bi c Z(M). 
From now on in this section, we assume 
K(R,) = 1. 
is a serial ring with 
PNXTXITION 1.9. Suppose M is a uniserial module over a serial ring with 
right Krull dimension one: If M contains an Artinian s~bmodu~e, then M 
contains a maximal Artinian submodule, A, and M/A has finite basic series. 
ProoJ: If M has any Artinian submodules, let A denote the union of all 
the Artinian submodules. By the proof of (1.3), A is the maximal Artinian 
submodule. Passing to the module M/A, we may assume M contains no 
Artinian submodule, hence the basic submodule of M is l-critical. Con- 
struct a basic series 0 = B, c B, c . . c M. By ( 1.4dg B,/B,,_ l is I-critical 
for all IZ. (1,7),foranyx~B,\B,_,,xJ”J,~B,~, (where 
isomorp simple modules). If x-J” G B,- 15 then xR/B,_ 1 is 
tradiction. So we can pick y E xJm\ B,_ 1. We must have 
yJ, 5 B,,_ 1 ) and proper inclusion would imply yR/B, 
follows that B, _ 1 2 xs”J, r, yJ, = B, _ 1. Also B,J”J1 = 
e claim that for a fixed local idempotent eE there are only finitely 
many n such that B, contains a submodule x n-l whose projective 
cover is isomorphic to eR. Since R has only fi any local direct sum- 
mands, this will show that (B,) is finite. Let I= J”J,. 
r local idempotent e E R. Then for any n, we can c 
such that eR --t xR is a projective cover. 
,, we have el”+‘#el” and the in 
i--n-l implies K(er”/ei” + ’ ) 2 1. If t 
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any n, we obtain eR~eI~eef~ ..., with all factors of Krull dimension 
one, contradiction. The proof is now complete. 
COROLLARY 1.10. If R is a serial ring with right Krull dimension one, 
then any nonsingular uniserial module M has a finite basic series. If Z(R) has 
jinite length, then each local direct summand of R has a finite basic series. 
ProoJ: In either case, the maximal Artinian submodule is zero, or has 
finite composition series by (1.6). 
COROLLARY 1.11. If R is a serial ring with right Krull dimension one, 
then Jf = 0 for some k. 
Proof By 1.6, 1.8, and 1.9 for each local idempotent e, there exists k(e) 
such that eJI;(‘) = 0. 
PROPOSITION 1.12. Let R be a serial ring with K(R,)= 1. Then 
K(,R)= 1. 
ProoJ: Let Jf = 0. It is enough to show that K(J’, e/J;’ ‘e) 9 1 for i = 
1,2,..., k and for e a local idempotent of R. Given a chain Jil e = A, 2 Al 3 
... zJi+‘e, for any xEJie\A,, Rx=A,z ... zJ;+‘ezJ,x. Clearly 
K(Rx/J1 x) f 1. Hence at most finitely many factors A,/A,+ 1 have 
K(Aj/‘Aj+ 1) 3 1. 
2. NONSINGULAR SERIAL RINGS WITH KRULL DIMENSION ONE 
Throughout this section, R denotes a nonsingular serial ring. After some 
preliminary results, we shall also assume K(R) = 1. If R is right nonsingular 
then it is right and left semihereditary and left nonsingular [S, (4.6)]. We 
begin by defining an order relation on local projective modules which 
induces a partition of all local projective modules into “order classes.” We 
show that a nonsingular serial ring R is indecomposable iff the order 
classes of local projective modules form a linearly ordered finite set. This is 
equivalent to the condition that R has only one isomorphism class of non- 
singular indecomposable injective modules. This order relation and the 
results of Section 1 are then used to prove the structure theorem (2.11). 
Let P, Q be local projective R-modules. Define P 5 Q if P is isomorphic 
to a submodule of Q. We say P-Q if PSQ and QSP; P<Q if PSQ 
and P ?L Q. It is clear that - is an equivalence relation and that 5 is a 
partial order on local projective modules. Furthermore, there is a natural 
induced ordering on the --equivalence classes (hence also on isomorphism 
classes) of local projectives. Henceforth, we shall refer to the --equivalence 
classes as order classes. 
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h%MA 2.1. Suppose P and Q are local projective modules over a non- 
singular serial ring R. Then E(P) z E(Q) iff either P 5 
Proof Suppose cp: E(P) -+ E(Q) is an isomorphism. 
uniseriai (IL!), either q(P) c Q or Q c y?(P). Thus eit 
The converse is obvious. 
PROFWITIQN 2.2. Suppose R is a serial ~o~si~g~~a~ ring. The foIlowing 
are equivalent: 
(a) R is ring-indecornposable; 
(b) R has only otie isomorphism class of ~o~s~~g~~ar ~~decomposab~e 
injective modules; 
(c) the order classes of local projective modulus form a linearly 
ordered finite set. 
ProoJ’: Assume (a). Choose any local idempotent e. Write I= C, E U u + 
c,, v u where for all u E U, u is a local idempotent of 
E(uR) zz E(eR), for all v E V, v is a local i 
E(vR) & E(eR) and U v V is an orthogonal set. If 0 # q E Hom(u 
must be monk since R is nonsingular. But then v E U, comer 
~irni~ar~y~ Hom(vR, uR) = 0. This would yield a ping-decom~osit~ 
Hence (b) holds. 
Given (b), if P and Q are local projective modules, since E(P) z E( 
either P 5 Q or Q 5 P. There are only finitely many isomor~~ism classes of 
local projectives. Hence (c) holds. 
Assume (c). Given any two local idempotents e, ,f~ 
fR5.e ence either fRe # 0 or eRf # 0. This proves (a). 
A nonzero module A4 is prime if for all nonzero s~bmod~~es Nc 
)=ann,(N). When this happens, ann,( is a prime ideal o 
y nonzero submodule of M is also prim 
]PWP~SITIQN 2.3. Let R be an indecomposable no~si~gular serial ring 
with Krull dimension. Let e be a local idempotent of all local 
projective modules Q, eR 5 Q. Then eR is criticai a hm only 
one order-class, then R is prime. If in addition 
~oetheria~. 
ProoJ eR contains a cyclic critical submo 
singular and serial, E(R) is C-injective and 
a~nibi~ators of subsets of E(R) [6, (20.2) and (19.7)]. Choose 0 # y 
such that a ) is maximal. Then yR is crit and prime. It is also local 
projective. eR-yR, which shows that is critical and prime. 
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Suppose R has only one order-class of local projective modules. Let e be 
a local idempotent of R. Then P = ann(eR) is prime and for all local idem- 
potents f e R, fP = 0. Hence P = 0. 
If R is prime with Krull dimension 1, then by (1.1 l), J1 = 0. Hence R is 
Noetherian. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let R be an indecomposable nonsingular serial ring with 
K(R) = 1. If e is any local idempotent of R and 0 # x E eJ, then xR - eJk for 
all k such that eJk # eJk + I. 
Proof. Suppose 0 # xR E: eJ, and xR - eJk where eJk # eJkt ‘. Then 
there exists Of ygxR such that eJ”r yRceJ, ceJk. Since K(R)= 1, 
K(eJk/yR) = 0. By (1.5), yR $ eJ, = eJ” for some m > k. Also 
K(eJk/eJ1) =0 implies K(yR/yJ,) =O. There exists a chain yR= AOc 
AlC . . . c eJ, such that for allj > 0, A,/A,- i is simple. By (1.5) there exists 
j such that Aj = eJ1. But then eJm+j = yR $ eJ1, contradiction. 
For the remainder of this section, R denotes an indecomposable non- 
singular serial ring with K(R) = 1. E denotes the unique nonsingular 
indecomposable injective module. Let A, denote the maximal Artinian sub- 
module of E (A, = 0 if E contains no Artinian submodules) and for i> 1, 
let Ai/Ai_ I be the basic submodule of E/A,- r. Thus, we have a chain 0 = 
A,,EA,cA,c ... c A, = E where A, is zero or of finite length and for 
i > 1, Ai/A,- I is l-critical. We call (Ai};= r the “modified basic series” of E. 
LEMMA 2.5. Suppose R is a serial ring such that JmJ, = 0 for some m. 
Then R is left Noetherian. 
Proof It is enough to show that Re is Noetherian for all local idem- 
potents e. The only submodule of Re which could fail to be E.g. is J, e = 
n,“= I J”e. If J, e is not f.g., given any 0 # x0 E J1 e there exists an infinite 
sequence {xn}F= r E J, e such that for each n B 1, Jx, = Rx,- 1. This con- 
tradicts the hypothesis that J”J,e = 0. 
Continuing in the notation introduced above, for iE {l,..., n} and local 
idempotent e E R, we say “e belongs to i” if there exists x E A,\A,- 1 such 
that xR z eR. It is clear from (2.4) that to each local idempotent e, there 
corresponds a unique iE {l,..., n> such that e belongs to i. Choose a com- 
plete set of local orthogonal idempotents, F. For i6 (l,..., n>, let Pi= 
{f E i? f belongs to i}. If Ai # 0, F, # 0. Let ui = xfE F1 f and Ti = uiRuj. 
J1( Tj) denotes npZ r J(Ti)k. It is easy to verify that Ti is an indecomposable 
nonsingular serial ring with Krull dimension one or zero. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let R be an indecomposable nonsingular serial ring 
with Krull dimension one. Let ui and T, be as described above. Then 
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(a) Ti is Artinian (or zero) ijf i= 1; 
(b) T, is Noetherian but not Artinian #i> 3 and A,J, = A,- 1. In thix 
case T, is prime; 
(c) Ti is left but not right Noetheriaalz &fjji> 1 and A,J, q Aj_ 1 
ProoJ: (a) Suppose i = 1 and A, # 0 (otherwise T: = 0). Since A,Jk = 0, 
we have J(Tl)k = 0, hence T1 is Artinian. Conversely, suppose Tj is 
Artinian. Let f~ F, be such that fTi is a simple direct summa& of T,. Let 
XEA~\A~_, satisfyxRzfR. IfxJ SC Aiel, 
such that xzf’e A,\A,- i. Then f’R z 
fJ( Ti) = 0, contradiction. Hence XJ c A i .~ 1. 
i>l and A,J,=Ai_l. Clearly J, (T,) c uiJ, tii z 
~~9,) = 0 by (2.4). Hence Tj is Noetherian. Conversely, if T, is 
~oetherian but not Artinian, then i> 1. Su se AJ, 2 Aip 1. Then there 
existsfEFisuch thatfJ=,fJ2= . . . . (1X). claim ,fJ( T,) = fJ( Tf)2 = . , 
It is sufficient to show that for any j”’ and .Y E J( Ti), f?f’ E J( T,)“. 
Clearly, fxf’gfJ’f’. As such it can be written as a sum of terms 
gzf’ where y, z E J and g E F. However, fygzf’ # 0 only if f/R 
enee g E FL and fxf’ E J(Ti)2. But fJ(Ti) = fJ( T,)’ cant 
assumption that Ti is Noetherian unlessfTi ut ia that case, the 
prosf of (a) shows that i= 1, contradiction. = A I 1. Primeness 
of Ti in this case follows from (2.3). 
(c) Suppose i> 1 and A,J, q A,- 1. 
Noetherian. Also, the proof of (b) shows tha 
, there exists k such thatfJ(Ti)k 
we have fJ,( Ti) 4 Ho 
J(TiJm J,(T,) = 0 for some m. By (2.5), T, 
Let n>i>j31 where O=AocAlc .I. cA,*==E is the mQdi~ed basic 
series of the unique indecomposable ~o~si~g~~ar injective R-module. 
y c~nst~~ctio~, ujRui= 0. We are interested in the structure of ui 
as a left Tj- and right T,-module. Clearly, on eit r side it is a direct 
sum of uniserial nonsingular modules, T,) = rank( T,) and 
LEMMA 2.7. With the same hypotheses on , as a left T,-module, ui 
in&&Pie. 
Proo$ e show u,Rf is injective for all f E Fj. Let B be a left ideal of T,. 
[S, (3.3)], there is a decomposition T,= 0% 
al projective T,-modules such that B = @I= 1 
one-to-one correspondence between (Q,: k = I;..., 
enough ts prove that for any e E Fi, for any subm Ce _C Tie and any 
homomorphism q: Ce -+ ujRf, there exists p: T,e -+ extending q. Since 
481/109/2-4 
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Ti is left Noetherian (2.6), Ce is cyclic. Say Ce = T,ce. If Tie’ --tt Ce is a 
projective cover (e’ E FJ, we may without loss of generality assume c = e’ce. 
Let q(c) =x= e’x$ The element c corresponds to a homomorphism 
/?: eR --P e’R where /3(er) = cr; the element x corresponds to y: fR + e’R 
where y(fr) = xr. Since /3 and y are monomorphisms, since e’R is uniserial 
and fR < eR by the choice of i, j, Im y c Im 1. Thus we have 
By projectivity of fR, there exists A: fR + eR such that /I/l = y. Let 
A(f) = y = eyJ: Define cp: Tie -+ uiRf by q(te) = tv. Then q(c) = cy = /I(v) = 
Mf)=df)=x=cp(c). 
COROLLARY 2.8 (Corollary to proof). For all finitely generated right 
ideals B c T,, every homomorphism y: B + ui Ruj extends to a 
homomorphism 1: Ti -+ uiRuj. 
PROPOSITION 2.9. Let R be an indecomposable nonsingular serial ring 
with K(R) = 1 and let 0 = A,, E A, c * . * c A, = E be the modtfied basic 
series for the unique indecomposable injective module, E. Suppose e and e’ 
are local idempotents of R belonging to i and i’ respectively and suppose j < 
min(i, i’). Then as right Tj-modules, eRu, z e’Ruj. 
Proof Without loss of generality, we may assume eR 5 e/R. Let 
q: eR -+ e’R be any monomorphism. Trivially, AF+ ~3, yields a 
Tj-monomorphism: Hom(ujR, eR) + Hom(ujR, e/R). Now if cp: ujR -+ e/R, 
since i > j, Im rp c Im q. Thus we have 
UiR v * Imqce’R 
By projectivity of ujR, there exists I: ujR -+ eR such that ql = q. Hence 
eRujr Hom(ujR, eR) z Hom(ujR, e’R) 2 e’Ru,. 
COROLLARY 2.10. Under the same hypotheses on R, choose i, j, kg 
{l,..., n} such that i > j> k. Then uiRuk = uiRujRuk and uiRuk is canonically 
isomorphic to u,Ru,@ ujRu,. Furthermore, uiRuj is a faithful Tj-module. 
Proof. That uiRu, = uiRujRu, follows from the proof of (2.9). Hence 
there is a canonical epimorphism: ui RuiO ujRuk -+ u,Ru,. It is enough to 
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show that the canonical epimorphism: eRuj @ uj Rg -+ e 
e E Fj, g E Fk. For this, it is enough to show that for any f. 
f.g. T/ Y c u,Rg, the canonical homomorphism: X@ Y -+ XY is manic. Since 
eRuj is a uniserial right T,-module, X, is cyclic. Hence there exists x E X3 
SE Fj and an isomorphism cp: X= XT, -+ jTj where q(x) =$ This induces a 
commutative diagram whose rows are isomorphisms: 
X@Y -$$+fljoy 
I I 
canonical 
XY ----=-+ ‘PIXY FY 
Since Y is a flat left T,-module (U), the desired result follows. 
Given 0 # x E T,, we want to show u,Ru,x #O. Choose f E 
fx f 0 and let e E F,. There exists a monomorphism q: ,CR -+ e 
The nonzero composition 
ujR-II-, uIR--+ fR-% eR- u, 
gives us precisely what we need. 
THEOREM 2.11. The following are equivalent: 
(a) R is an indecomposable nonsingular seriaE ring with Krull dimen- 
sion one; 
(b) there exist nonsingular, indecomposable, serial, left ~oet~er~a~ 
rings T,, Tz,..., T,, and T,-Tj-bimodules M,, i, jE ii,..., n) such that 
(if for i>j>k, LW~@M~~=M~~ andfor i<j = 0. 
(ii) for i > j, as a left T,-module M, is a direc m of tj copies of 
the unique nonsingular indecomposable injective left Ti-m~d~~e where 
ti = rank( Tj); 
(iii) for each jE (1, 2,..., n > there exists a faithful nonsing~~ar 
uniserial right T,-module X,, dependent only on j such that for i > j, 
0: X, where ti = rank( T,); 
(iv) for i > j and for any Eg. right ideal A s T,, the canonicaE map: 
om(Tj, IQ,) -+ Hom(A, M,) is an epimorphism; 
(VP 
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ProoJ We have already established (a)=-(b). Assume (b) holds. We 
first show that R is right serial. If e is a local idempotent of T1, it is clear 
that 
For i>j> 1, since 
e 0 ... 0 
Vlq is a faithful left T,-module (by (ii)), if e is any 
local idempotent of Tj, eM3#0. (iii) implies that eMii is a nonsingular 
uniserial right Tj-module. If 0 # x E eTi and 0 # m E eMU, by nonsingularity, 
ann,,x = Ti( 1 - e) = ann,,m. Hence tx t+ t, (t E Ti) induces a well-defined 
homomorphism: Tix -+ M,. By (ii), there exists m’ E M, such that xm’ = m. 
Hence xMii = eM,. Let SYj denote the right R-module 
0 
eMi eM, ... eMi,i_leTj 0 . ..O 
0 
and for j< i let 
0 
S,= L eM,, eM, . . . eM, 0 . .. 0 1 . 
0 
We have shown above that if y E S,,\S,,,~ i, then yR q Si,iP i. Trivially, 
Sii/Si,i- i and S,/Si,jP i are uniserial right R-modules (j < i). We claim that 
if YES~\S~,~-~, then ~RxS~,~-~. Without loss of generality we may 
replace y by 
0 0 
... 0 f 0 *.. 0 
I [ 
= 0 ... 0 x 0 ... 0 ) 
0 0 1 
where 0 # x = exf E eMij and f is a local idempotent of Tj. We want to show 
that for all 1 6 k <j, eM, = eM,@ Mjk = xTj 0 Mik. (This suffices to show 
y’R=r Si,j-,.) It is enough to show that for any m EMMY, for any local 
idempotent gETi, for any neMjk, mgOn=m@gnExTj@Mjk. If 
mgTjs xTj already, we are done. If not, then xTj r; mgTj. Say x=mgt 
(t E Tj). We seek n’ E gMjk such that gtn’ = gn, for then mg 0 n = mg 0 tn’ = 
x@n’ExTj@AYjk. From our earlier argument, gthfi,= gMjk. Hence 
yR q Si,!- 1 whenever Y $ Si,j- 1. This implies Sii is umserial for each i, 
hence R is right serial. 
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A symmetric argument using (iv) instead of (ii) shows t 
serial. 
t is straightforward to check that 
J:(T,) 0 
J:(R)z JW-21 . . 
(**I JF(Tnn) 
from which it easily follows that J,(R) is nilpotent and that K( 
I= K(,R). 
R is clearly indecomposable. 
Since R is serial, nonsingularity is equivalent to being right 
semihereditary 18, (4.1)]. To show right semihered ry, it is enough to 
show that for each iE { 1,2,..., N > for each local i potent eE T, and 
0 f x E eT, (resp. 0 # y E eM,, j < i), 
0 
XM, ..I xM,~+,xT; 0 ... 0 
0 
0 
resp. eMi, eM, ... eMi,j- I L’Tj 0 “’ 0 
0 
is projective. Now XT, z e’Ti for some local idempstent e’ E Tj and without 
loss of generality, we may assume x-e’. A tedious matrix calculation 
at this induces canonically an isomorphism sf right 
0 
XM,, *.’ xMLip ,xT, 0 ... 0 
0 
0 
z e’Mi, ... e’J4i.j - 1 
0 
0 
z 0 . . 0 e’ 0 ... 8 
0 
which is clearly projective. If 0 # y E eMO, there exists a local i 
SE Tj such that yTj zJT, and again, without loss of generality we may 
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assume y c*J: There is an induced isomorphism: eMik = yTj @ Mjk g jTj @ 
Mjk g fMik. This yields an R-isomorphism: 
0 
* . . . * Y 0 ... 0 R 
0 I 
0 
= eMil...eMi,j-, eTj 0 ..’ 0 
0 
0 0 ... 0 y 0 ... 0 1 Rz i 0. . y  0 . . 0 IR 
0 0 
0 Y fMj1 fM,T ... fTj 0 ... 0 1 R. 
0 
Thus we have shown that every cyclic submodule of an indecomposable 
direct sumand of R is projective. In view of [8, (3.3)], this shows that R is 
right semihereditary, hence nonsingular. 
Remarks. (1) While our structure theorem is in the spirit of Singh’s 
[4, (2.11)], strictly speaking it does not encompass his results since we 
have dealt only with nonsingular serial rings. However, a right Noetherian 
serial ring does have Krull dimension one; in fact, Jr J” = 0 for some 
natural number n. Using the fact that the singular ideal 2 is contained in 
the prime radical N and that for all local idempotents e such that eR/eJ, is 
not Artinian, eJ, = eN [4, (2.6)], the proofs of (2.7)-(2.11) can be modified 
to provide a new proof of Singh’s theorem. (We claim neither a “better” 
nor a shorter proof, just one which is along the lines of Sect. 2.) 
(2) We have not attempted to discuss serial rings with right Krull 
dimension one which may have nonzero singular ideal. Several things hap- 
pen when the nonsingularity hypothesis is dropped. First, it is conceivable 
that there may exist uniform R-modules which are not uniserial. By 
[7, (1.7)] such a uniform module, if it exists at all, contains a socle S which 
has predecessors of all possible degrees. Second, the order relation among 
isomorphism classes of local projective modules is not at all a useful tool. If 
Z(R) is “fairly small,” as it is in the right Noetherian case, the relation still 
has some usefulness. To cover the general case, indications are that 
something akin to Warfield’s successors and predecessors of a simple 
module is more useful. Third, over a general serial ring of Krull dimension 
one, it is possible that some local projective modules are also injective. This 
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cannot happen in the nonsingular case, nor in the right Noetherian case. 
We note that a complete description of Artinian serial rings (i.e., KruEl 
dimension zero) reduces to 4 different cases: of which only one is non- 
singular [ 1 ]. Certainly there will be at least as many cases to consider for 
serial rings of Krull dimension one. We hope to iscuss this in a later 
paper. 
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